HAL Interview Questions

1. What is the weight of a 5 rupee coin?
2. Who is below never a Chief Justice of India?
3. What is the largest ISRO company in India?
4. Who is the player who took 10 wickets in one test innings?
   (In the list, Anil Kumble is not given)

Technical questions:
1. Binary number for 1001.1101?
2. Decimal number for 19?
3. Excess-3 code for 29?
4. Speed-torque characteristics of a DC motor?
   (Some figures are given)
5. Quantization noise occurs in?? (Repeated question 2 times given)
6. Schering bridge method used for measuring of??
7. PROM based on networks are very easy everybody can answer... like calculate current in one resistor if 10 resistors are connected in parallel like that.
8. If speed doubles, distance increases. What is the torque in a DC motor?
9. What is the value of $A + 1$?
10. What is the instrument used in an MIC instrument?
    a) Galvanometer b) Ammeter like that...
11. Question about damping concept in PMMC
12. What is PAL full form??
13. What is the use for sweeping resistor in a transistor??
14. Question based on bootstrapping concept.
15. RMS current in a half wave rectifier?
16. What is form factor? (Some ratios are given)
17. Problem on tree branches concept
18. Range of radio telemetry
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